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This talk

◮ Not primarily a science talk (I gave two in the previous days).

◮ For scientific credentials: http://www.ad-astra.ro/gistrate

◮ Discussion on Social Complexity and Political decision,
informed by insights from general area of Complex Systems.

◮ Plea for mechanism-based policies.

◮ Caveat: Nothing I am saying is really new to complex systems
researchers.

◮ Examples: Romanian Higher Education and Scientific
Research Area.



Mechanism-based policies

◮ Yesterday’s plenary talk by Robert Aumann (Nobel Prize for
Economics, 2005)



Influencing Social Dynamics

◮ System Dynamics (Jay Forrester), Agent-based Social
Simulation. Important part of Complex Systems area.

◮ Example from J.D. Sterman, ”Business Dynamics”, M.I.T.
Press

◮ 1968: Nicolae Ceauşescu bans abortions, intending to increase
birthrate.

◮ Birth rate spikes, then returns close to previous value.
◮ Policy intervention: failure with serious social implications.



Decision Maker’s Perspective (often)

ALTERNATIVES

DECISION

PROBLEM

◮ Consider problem.

◮ Consider alternative solutions.

◮ Consider their cost/benefits.

◮ Choose the solution with best cost.

◮ Decisions: intrinsic quality/cost, independent of the existence
of other stakeholders.
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Example: abortions

◮ Can control abortion rate via regulating the process.

◮ (At least) two possible actions: DO NOTHING, BAN
ABORTIONS.

◮ In reality many possibilities in between: make it more
complicated to achieve by imposing restrictions, tax it, etc.

◮ Payoff:Birth rate

◮ Birth rate highest in the case of BAN ABORTIONS ....

◮ So take that action.



Closer to reality

STAKEHOLDERS

DECISION MAKER
(s,d)

◮ Consider problem.

◮ Consider alternative solutions.

◮ Consider other stakeholders and their options

◮ Situation: game in Game Theory.

◮ Search for a Nash equilibrium, i.e. a combination of options
where both decision maker, stake holders are playing optimally.

◮ Decisions: no intrinsic quality/cost, but depend on the
existence/agenda of other stakeholders.



Example: abortions

◮ An extra/unwanted child: burden on the couple. Negative
payoff.

◮ Birth rate: depends on legal and illegal abortion rates.

◮ Banning abortions only controls legal rate.

◮ Other stakeholder: can resort to illegal abortions and probably
other alternatives.

◮ Feedback process: took the society some time to react to new
law.



Even closer to practice

◮ Hard to evaluate all the decision maker’s options.

◮ Hard to evaluate all the stakeholders and their interests.

◮ Even harder to exactly quantify payoffs and interests...

◮ ... But the lesson is clear: näıve optimization doesn’t work.



A few examples from the Romanian Higher Education and
Scientific Research Area

◮ University funding was changed (during the 1996-2000
governing period) to per-student funding

◮ ... universities reacted by creating new specializations, and a
host of other measures in order to increase body count

◮ Change in culture: ”Social pressure” on faculty to pass
students at all costs



A second example: publications indexed by ISI Web of
Science

◮ 2003 ISI Report: Romania ranked 66’th in publications/1000
inhabitants, 0.77 papers/1000 inhabitants. Hungary 3.91,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Croatia, Poland, Bulgaria (close to
3), etc.

◮ Ad-Astra white book of Romanian research: Situation
somewhat better in chemistry, physics, mathematics.

◮ Dismal in social sciences: 25 economics publications in 2006,
most of them publications in mathematical areas related to
economics. Virtually no publications in law, linguistics,
history, arts.

◮ Cause: culture of publishing in local journals, with a weak or
inexistant peer-review process



A second example: publications indexed by ISI Web of
Science

◮ 2004-2008: In quantitative terms (funding) the situation
greatly improved.

◮ CNCSIS (the Romanian analog of NSF): program to
(materially) reward publications published in such journals

◮ Can be up to ∼ 1000 euros, in the case of a single-author
paper.

◮ Outcome: the number of local publications indexed by ISI
Web of Science increased within last year from 7 to 38.

◮ Most of these publications: no impact factor. Will probably
never get one.

◮ Criteria for having a publication indexed by ISI Web of
Science (without impact factor) actually rather modest



Real life: continuous feedback and adaptation

◮ Reality: situation even more complicated than game theory.
◮ Most social phenomena: complex processes with various

feedback loops. Axelrod (1977): cognitive maps of decision
makers. They have a hard time representing and reasoning
about feedback loops in complicated social processes.

◮ Aumann: rule rationality versus act rationality
◮ Rather than concentrating on outcomes, concentrate on

mechanisms that can produce outcomes.



Mechanisms

◮ Case-based decision making has its place in political process.

◮ Require continuous monitoring and feedback.

◮ Mechanisms: Gigerenzer ”simple heuristics that make us
smart”. ”Rules of thumb” that work reasonably in
incompletely specified/general situations. more robust

◮ Ways to design the rules of the game so that it will be in the
best interest of participants to play fairly.

◮ Classical in economics: mechanism design.



Mechanisms that don’t work

◮ Not all mechanisms work.

◮ Example: näıve ideological approaches: ”let the market
decide”.

◮ Free market in higher education in Romania.

◮ Dozens of private universities.

◮ Most of them only offer ”fashionable” areas: law, economics.

◮ Virtually no scientific research.

◮ Largely reuse professor body of state universities.

◮ Serve their ”purpose”: students ”get a diploma”, university
makes profit.

◮ So what exactly is a mechanism and why should expect
something like that to exist ?



Mechanisms that (could) work
◮ An approach to university classification. U.S. universities

include both Berkeley, Princeton, as well as community
colleges.

◮ Would offer an exit to faculty interested in teaching, rather
than research, and concentrate talent/resources.

◮ Allows introduction of quality control to teaching
◮ (Institutionally) prevent inbreeding
◮ Fact: scientific communities in Romania largely isolated.

Relatively little circulation of people between Iaşi, Cluj,
Timişoara, Bucharest ... High rate of attrition (brain drain).

◮ Concentrate on and institutionally require internationally
relevant excellence in scholarship

◮ Insistence on ISI Web of Science: backlash from humanistic
intellectuals. Bean counting. Ignore community practice.

◮ Not entirely innocent: Actually little international relevance of
many ”public intellectuals”

◮ Encourage and recognize emerging centers of academic
excellence



www.ieat.ro
◮ Professional career: University of Bucharest (mathematics,

B.D)→ University of Rochester (Computer Science, Ph.D.)→
Los Alamos National Laboratory (postdoc, researcher)→
eAustria Research Institute.

◮ Private Research Center established in 2002 in Timişoara by
the two local universities, together with Research Institute in
Symbolic Computing (RISC), Linz, Austria. Seed money from
Austrian Government.

◮ Today: self-sustaining from grants. Participation in FP6/FP7
and National and other international projects.

◮ EC FP6: SCIEnce 2006-2011, RISC and IeAT as partners.
Marie Curie Reintegration Grant: 2007-2010: USA -¿ RO.

◮ Other programe: INTAS Software Verification, 2006-2008,
RISC leader, IeAT partner

◮ EC FP7: AVANTSSAR, 2008-2010: Security of
service-oriented architectures DEHEMS, 2008-2010: Home
energy management system

◮ BMWF: AEMTIA, 2008-2010: Automated Exploration of



Instead of conclusions

◮ Institutional change is possible.

◮ ... but somewhat different approach to policy making required.

◮ Science (in particular Complexity Science) can inform such
decision.


